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Abstract

In a complex and dynamic environment a situat-
ed agent, like a mobile robot, has limited knowl-
edge resources and limited control. Sooner or lat-
er, therefore, some kind of failure will occur when
a robot is attempting to accomplish its task. For
this reason, such an agent must be equipped with
abilities for dealing with failure. First we give
a general analysis of failure and discuss some of
the abilities needed to deal with failure. Then we
show how to implement mechanisms for dealing
with failure and monitoring in 3APL. 3APL is an
agent programming language to support the de-
sign and construction of intelligent agents. We
give an outline of 3APL agents which are entities
consisting of goals, practical reasoning rules, and
a particular type of control based on an intuitive
ordering of rules.

Introduction

In an environment which is easy to represent and which
is easy to manipulate, there is no reason to expect an
agent acting in this environment to fail. As an exam-
ple, consider a thermostat. Such a device only has to
represent one parameter for the actual temperature and
one parameter for the desired temperature. Moreover,
the device has the capabilities to manipulate the actual
temperature to match the desired (higher) temperature.
Of course, as this example also illustrates, both the rep-
resentational means and regulating abilities needed are
task-relative.

The actions of a robot, on the other hand, are almost
in any environment prone to failure, for a mobile robot
only has limited knowledge resources and limited con-
trol. Operating in increasingly complex environments,
in which both the rate of change and the diversity of
change increases, becomes more and more difficult for
a mobile robot. The complexity of the environment in
which a robot must accomplish its task puts a number
of requirements on such an agent. They are derived
from the environment and are task-relative, but as a
rule they are general requirements in any complex en-
vironment. One of these requirements is that an agent
must be able to deal with unexpected changes in its en-
vironment, which requires a particular level of reactivity

of the agent. Linked to this is the need for capabilities
to monitor the environment of the robot. On the oth-
er hand, it is quite generally accepted that such agents
need capabilities for deliberation to achieve purpose-
ful behaviour. Agents should be able to accept goals
and synthesise complex plans for them. Since failures
are unavoidable, an agent must also be able to recover
from failures by adapting its activities to a new situa-
tion. It needs to be able to modify adopted plans in
case of (unexpected) changes in the environment which
affect the status of a plan (cf. (Wilkins et al. 1994)).
Furthermore, it is reasonable to require that a situated
agent uses a least commitment approach (cf. (Drabble

Tate 1995)). In this paper we focus on the issue
of failure recovery and ways of implementing mecha-
nisms for dealing with failure in 3APL, a rule-based
agent programming language (Hindriks et al. 1998a;
1998b) to support the design and construction of in-
telligent agents. 3APL is related to other rule-based
agent languages like AgentSpeak(L) (Rao 1996; Hin-
driks et al. 1998c), which is an abstraction of PRS,
and to AGENT-0 (Shoham 1993). 3APL is a genuine
combination of features of logic programming and im-
perative programming. The agent language GOLOG
(Lesp4rance et al. 1996), which is also related to our
language, is based on a purely logical approach. We
give an outline of 3APL agents and show how situated
agents are reMised in our framework.

3APL: Control, Goals and Practical
Reasoning

In (Hindriks et al. 1998a; 1998b) we defined the formal
semantics of our agent programming language 3APL.
3APL provides a general framework for implement-
ing the features which are required of situated agents.
3APL is designed to build so-called BDI-agents (cf.
(Rao 1996)). The language provides a basic architec-
ture, illustrated in figure 1, for building agents, but is
also designed in such a way that different types of ca-
pabilities are integrated in an agent. We allow that
different technologies providing the reasoning abilities,
suitable for example for dealing with uncertainty, or for
diagnosising, can be integrated into the agent architec-
ture. Also, different basic actions, for example, a set of
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primitive robot actions, may be used to build agents.

Beliefs

1~, / Rules

Goals I~~ Abilities

Sensing ~ Effectors

Figure 1: Agent Architecture

The architecture of the system is based on a modular
design to make such integration as easy as possible. The
programming language 3APL itself specifies the control,
the execution of actions, and the application of rules to
goals.

- ~ Rules

- ~ Goals

- Beliefs

Figure 2: Levels of Symbolic Operators

In 3APL three levels of (symbolic) operators are dis-
tinguished, as illustrated in figure 2. The dotted arrows
indicate the input from the belief base that is required
to be able to apply operators at higher levels. These
levels are, respectively, (i) beliefs, at the base level, (ii)
goals, which update the belief base, at the second level,
and (iii) practical reasoning rules, which modify goals,
at the third level. We assume a knowledge representa-
tion language 1:, for example (a fragment of) first-order
logic, and a corresponding deduction system. 3APL al-
so expects as input a specification of the (cap)abilities
of the agent. In 3APL, the capability and rule base are
assumed to be static, although a planner from first prin-
ciples might be added to provide a mechanism for incor-
porating new rules and deleting old rules from the rule
base. The belief and goal base are dynamically modified
during the execution of an agent. Goals represent the
tasks and adopted plans for achieving a task of an agent.
3APL is a multi-threaded system, which means that it
can have multiple goals at the same time. Practical rea-
soning rules can be used to synthesise or modify plans.
Practical reasoning rules are related to Knowledge Ar-
eas in PRS (cf. also (Hindriks et al. 1998c)). Rules 
3APL provide for a very powerful and general goal revi-

sion mechanism which is not present in agent languages
like AgentSpeak(L), AGENT-0, or GOLOG. This revi-
sion mechanism provides the means for reflective rea-
soning about the activities or plans which are currently
being pursued. The control is based on the well-known
sense-plan-act cycle, and on an intuitive classification
of practical reasoning rules.

Goals

A goal is composed of basic actions, tests goals, and
achievement goals by means of the programming op-
erators ; and +, denoting sequential composition and
nondeterministic choice, respectively. A basic action is
of the form a(~ where a is an action and i’are the action
parameters, a test is of the form ¢? where ¢ is a formula
of the representation language/2, and an achievement
goal is of the form P(O, where P is a predicate from the
language ~:. A goal represents the task an agent wants
to achieve or the adopted plan to achieve a particular
task.

Basic actions are represented as primitive, discrete
actions in 3APL. Since actions performed by a robot
are continuous instead of discrete, we need a method
to map the basic actions of 3APL to the continuous be-
haviours of a robot. We use the methodology of map-
ping discrete actions onto enable/disable instructions
for the robot behavioural controller, and allow config-
uration information (like, for example, a speed param-
eter) to be passed through the parameters of basic ac-
tions (cf. (Firby 1992), and for a different approach,
(Saffiotti, Konolige, ~ Ruspini 1995)). The arrow in fig-
ure 1 from control to effectors represents this mapping.
We assume that success/failure reports are provided by
the robot behavioural controller and is made available
to the 3APL agent. We remark that a 3APL agent is
a separate entity which does not incorporate the robot
controller, but consists of the beliefs, goals, rules and
capabilities as outlined in the previous section.

A complex goal can be graphically represented as a
tree, its goal tree which is a labelled tree representing
the task sequence information and choice points in the
goal. The internal nodes of the tree are labelled by the
program operators ; and +. The leaves of a goal tree
are labelled by basic actions, tests, and achievement
goals. Goal trees are useful for defining the application
mechanism of rules to goals. This mechanism is the
basic means for implementing abilities for dealing with
failure. A goal tree is recursively generated from the
syntactic structure of a goal.

Definition I (goal tree T,~)
Let ~- be a goal, and e denote the empty tree (goal).
Then: A goal tree T~ corresponding to ~" is a labelled
tree defined by:

(i) If rr is either a(Q, ¢?, or P(Q,
then T,r = {e, rr, e),

(ii) Ifrr = ~rl;~r2, then T~ (T,~I,;,T~),

(iii) If ~r = ~rl + lr2, then T~ = (T~I, +, T~).
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We call the goal tree T~, corresponding to a goal r
the canonical representant of ~. However, we consid-
er trees in which the left and right subtrees branching
from a choice point, i.e. a node labelled with +, have
been swapped as equivalent. The swapping of subtrees
branching from a choice point corresponds to the com-
mutativity of +. The set of trees corresponding to a
goal ~r that are considered equivalent and of which T~
is the canonical representant is defined by the operator
r.

Definition 2 (tree representants)
The forest of tree representants of 7r, r(T,~), is defined
by:

¯ r((e, l, J) = {(e, l, J}, where l is the root node label
of the tree,

¯ r((T,,,;,T,2) ) = {(T1,;,TJ I T1 6 r(T~,),T2 
r(T~,)},

¯ r((T,,,+,T~)) {( TI,+,TJ,(T2,+,TJ ] T~
r(T,,),T2 r( T,,)}.

a(s) b(t)

P(x) a(u)

A
b(t) a(s)

(a) (b)

a(s) b(0

(c)

Figure 3: Three goal trees

Figure 3 represents canonical goal trees correspond-
ing to the goals (a(s)+b(t)); (¢?; (P(x); a(u)) (tree (a));
and bit)+ (b) and, finally, (.(s) + b(0);¢? 

Practical Reasoning Rules
Practical reasoning rules in 3APL serve a number of
purposes. They are used by the agent to find the means
to achieve goals. But rules also provide a very general
mechanism for revising goals, and thereby provide the
agent with reflective capabilities related to the goals and
adopted means of the agent. This reflective use of rules
is provided for by allowing 9oal variables X in the rules,
ranging over (complex) goals of the agent. Practical

reasoning rules are of the form ,’rh +- ¢ [ ,’vb, where ¢
is a formula from £, and ,’rh, ~rb are goals, which may
also include goal variables. Goal variables are basic, and
occur as labels of leaf nodes in a goal tree corresponding
to a goal ~ in which goal variables occur. In a rule
Zrh +-- ¢ [ ,’rb, Zrh is called the head of the rule, ¢ is
called the guard, and 7rb is called the body of the rule.
The head ,’rh of a rule specifies to which goals the rule
applies. Note that since ~rh may be any complex goal a
rule may modify any complex goal.

A rule is applicable to a goal v if the head ,’rh of
the rule matches with ~r and the guard ¢ of the rule
follows from the belief base of the agent. The notion
of matching is defined by means of goal trees. The
idea is that a head Zrh of a rule matches with some
subgoal of the goal ~r in question. The subgoals referred
to are captured by the notion of a left subtree. The
notion of a left subtree is related to the control flow
of an imperative program; in imperative programming
always a left-first part of a program is executed. In this
way, also a least commitment approach is implemented.

Definition 3 (forest, left subtrees)
Let T,r be a (goal) tree. Then: the forest of left subtrees
derived from T~, denoted by ),(T~), is defined 

¯ ~((e, l, J) = {(e,., J}, where l denotes the label 
the root node,

¯ A((T.,, ; ,T,~2)) = r((T~, ; ,T2)) U A(T,~,),
¯ A((T,~,, +,X.,)) = r((T1, +,TJ) tJ I(T.,) t] 

,~(T) is a set of left subtrees of a goal tree T, where the
order of the branches branching from a node labelled
with + is disregarded. This explains why 2"1 and T2
are both considered to be left subtrees of (T1, +, TJ.
It is easy to derive the notion of a left subgoal from
that of a left subtree: If T~, is a left subtree of a goal
tree corresponding to goal 7r, then W is a left subgoal.
The notion of matching is based on the notion of left
subgoal, and therefore is asymmetric. We are interested
in the matching of a goal lrh (the head of a rule) with
a left subgoal ~r’ occurring in a goal lr (a goal of the
agent).

Definition 4 (matching of goal trees)
Let T~, -- (T~,, l~, T~.,,) and T~ : (Tw., 12, T~,) be 
trees. T~, and T~ are said to match ~f

¯ either,
the root labels ll of T~ and 12 of T~2 are unifi-

able, and
T~[ and T,~ match, and T,7 and Tw4 match.

¯ or, (at least) one of the root labels of T,~ and T,~ 
a goal variable.

By definition, the empty tree e matches with e. The
labels of internal nodes are unifiable if they are the
same. The leaf node labels are unifiable if the param-
eters of the simple goals, i.e. basic actions, tests, and
achievement goals match by a Prolog-like unification
procedure. Thus, a side-effect of matching is a sub-
stitution 0 which may bind (goal) variables to specific
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parameters. The head of a rule p matches with a goal ~r
if the goal tree corresponding to the head of p matches
with the goal tree corresponding to a left subgoal of w.

Definition 5 (matching of goals)
Let ~’1 and ,’r2 be goals. Then rrl is said to match with
,’r2 if the goal tree T,~, corresponding to zrl matches with
a tree in the forest A(T~2).

In figure 3, b(t) + a(s) matches with (a(s) 
b(t)); (¢?; (P(z); a(u)), (a(s) + b(t) ); ¢? d oes
match with (a(s) b(t )); (¢? (P(x);a(u)). The appli -
cation of a rule to a goal is defined by means of the
notion of matching. Procedurally, the application of a
rule p to a goal ,’r comes down to pruning a left subtree
of zr that matches with the head 71"h of/~, replacing this
subtree with the goal tree corresponding to the body ~’b
of p, and applying the substitution ~ to the new goal
(tree).

Control Structure

The control structure in the interpreter for 3APL is an
instantiation of the well-known sense-plan-act cycle. It
addresses issues like the selection of rules for application
from a set of applicable rules during the execution of
one cycle, and which (complex) goals should be (partly)
executed.

The control structure is divided into three main sec-
tions. To discuss them we assume that the goal base
Yi of an agent is divided into sense and other goals:
II -- Hsen~e tO H,e~t. The first section of the control
structure is the sensing phase. Actually, this phase
need not be a sequential phase in the control cycle of
the robot. The sensing is a parallel process which deals
with the sensor input of the robot, like information from
sonar. A mapping is needed to map the low-level input
to higher-level symbolic input. This is an issue we do
not discuss here. Also, the input of sensors should be
provided as input for the low-level behavioural control
system of the robot.

The second phase in the control cycle is the rule appli-
cation phase. A particular selection function, outlined
below, is used to select which rules should be selected
for application. Thus, in general not all applicable rules
are fired in one cycle of the control loop.

The third phase in the control cycle is the execution
phase. Goal selection is also based on priorities assigned
to goals. Several reasons suggest that only a part, i.e.
a simple left subgoal, of the selected goal(s) should 
executed: First of all, an interpreter implementing the
control structure cannot decide if a goal is completely
executable. Secondly, revision rules operate on goals
in the goal base. If a complex goal would be execut-
ed completely there is little purpose left for the general
rules for modifying goals. For example, a rule for deal-
ing with failure makes little sense if the interpreter at-
tempts to execute a goal that might fail completely in
one cycle, since this makes the application of the failure
rule impossible. Partial execution allows that the exe-
cution of any goal or adopted plan can be interrupted

and reconsidered.
The selection of rules is based on an intuitive classi-

fication of the practical reasoning rules (Hindriks et al.
1998b). We distinguish four types of rules: the class

of reactive rules, fi4 of means-end rules, :7: of fail-
ure rules, and (_9 of optimisation rules. The priorities
assigned to the rules are derived from the ordering im-
posed on these classes, which is 7~ > ~r > A4 > (.9. We
think these priorities define a natural order based on
the semantics of the different types of rules.

The class of reactive rules has the highest priority.
This reflects the purpose these rules are used for in
most cases. A reactive rule is of the form ~-- ¢ [ ~’.
The head of such a rule is empty, and therefore these
rules are not related to current goals of an agent, but
specify a low-level goal of the agent. A reactive rule
specifies a behaviour encoded by the body of the rule
which is needed urgently in a situation specified by the
guard of the rule. This urgency explains the high pri-
ority assigned to this type of rule. Note that because
of this presumed urgency it is also vital to execute the
body of a reactive rule immediately after firing such a
reactive. Also note that reactivity is provided at differ-
ent levels on the robot. At the agent level it is provided
by reactive rules, while the robot controller is assumed
to have a reactive feedback control of its own.

The second-highest priority assigned to the class of
failure rules is based on the purpose of avoiding failure,
or cleaning up after failure for which these rules are
designed. Failure rules are the focus of this paper. We
will show how to use these types of rules to monitor
plans of the agent. Failure rules are assumed to revise
at least the means to achieve a goal of an agent but
do not necessarily have to modify the goal itself. The
reason for the revision, of course, is that the means to
achieve a current goal of the agent would not achieve
the goal for which they are used in the current situation.
Therefore, if the agent would pursue his goal by using
the current means as specified the agent would almost
certainly fail. The purpose of the failure rules is to
avoid this type of failure and to revise the means to
achieve and possibly also the goal the agent is after.
The means in need of revision are specified by the head
of a failure rule, the situation that gives rise to the
failure by the guard of the rule, and the strategy to
avoid the failure by the body of the rule. The high
priority assigned to this rule is justified because of the
pressing need to avoid actions which could potentially
lead to catastrophic consequences.

After reacting to urgent situations and avoiding ac-
tions which lead to serious failure, the agent should use
its time to find the means to achieve its goals. The low-
er priority assigned to means-end rules reflects our as-
sumption that it is very important to avoid failure, and
that only after this has been accomplished the agent
should worry about how to achieve a goal the agent
pursues. Nevertheless in the normal case this is the
natural mode of functioning for an agent, of course.

The lowest priority is assigned to optimisation rules.
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The purpose of these rules is to achieve better perfor-
mance of an agent or a higher success rate. Without
these types of rules nothing would go wrong, things
would only be achieved less optimal. Thus, an agent
could do without these rules. However, to build opti-
mal agents these rules serve their purpose and in case
there is enough time an agent should try to use them
to perform better.

Since both reactive and failure rules are urgent and
serve the purpose of avoiding or recovering from fail-
ure, it is necessary to apply all applicable rules of these
types in one cycle. This is opposed to the means-end
and optimisation rules, which are used to achieve a par-
ticular goal. For this reason, there is no need to apply
all rules but it suffices to apply one such rule that is ap-
plicable to a goal the agent is attempting to achieve at
the current moment. This difference gives rise to a du-
ality in the set of rules, since all the applicable reactive
and failure rules are applied and at most one applicable
means-end or optimisation rule is applied in one cycle.

Failure
A situated agent, like a robot, is not able to keep a com-
plete and up to date model of the world, due to limited
sensing and reasoning capabilities. Furthermore, such
an agent only has limited control on how the situa-
tion will change. Other agents, and inherent dynamic
features of the environment itself, cause changes which
may interfere with the needs and goals of the agent.
Limited knowledge resources and limited control are the
reason for failure of an agent.

Detection and diagnosis of failure
Since failure is a serious possibility in any realistic

environment, the agent needs capabilities to deal with
such events. First of all, it needs capabilities to detect
and classify failure. A classification of types of fail-
ures, on the other hand, might itself also provide an
indication of methods to detect failure. For example,
a failure due to an absent ability which is assumed to
be available, like a seriously damaged gripper, might be
detected only after repeated attempts to pick up an ob-
ject. Such repetitive failure will in most circumstances
be a necessary precondition to exclude any alternative
explanations for the failure. This type of failure, there-
fore, will most likely be detected by a different proce-
dure than a failure due to an object that is not available
but required to successfully execute a plan. We give an
analysis which classifies failure in three main categories.

Opportunity Failure" the (current) situation pre-
vents successful execution of an adopted plan or the
accomplishment of a goal of the agent.
Example: the attempt to execute an action while
the preconditions of the action do not hold in the
(current) situation. This specific instance of oppor-
tunity failure might be called precondition failure.

Ability Failure: an ability which is (implicitly) as-
sumed to be supported by the software or hardware

of the agent is missing or unreliable.
Example: a damaged gripper, due to which the abil-
ity to pick up objects is absent. Another example is
the ineffective execution of a (simple) action, which
precludes the results normally associated with the ac-
tion to be realised. This specific instance of ability
failure might be called action failure.

Plan Failure: the internal reasoning capabilities of
the agent preclude the successful achievement of the
goal.
Example: a failure to achieve a particular goal of the
agent since the agent estimates the associated costs
are no longer worth the effort. Another example is
a failure to achieve a goal since an inadequate plan
is adopted to achieve the goal because of incomplete
information.

Although we think that this classification corre-
sponds with common sense, it might be argued that
instances of plan failure can be categorised as either
opportunity failure or ability failure, or are not a fail-
ure at all. We do not agree with this since it does not
take into account the fundamental distinction between
limitations imposed on the agent by the environment
and limitations due to the agent’s own decision mak-
ing. Both can give rise to failure.

Generally speaking, failure is due to one of two
things: (i) lack of knowledge resources, and (ii) lack 
control over the environment. As explained above, lack
of knowledge resources and lack of control are features
of any situated agent which must achieve its goals in a
complex environment. Moreover, these features inter-
act with each other: for example, a lack of information
may be the cause of a lack of control, and vice versa, a
lack of control may be the cause of a lack of information,
because changes in the environment are unpredictable
due to the lack of control.

Opportunity failure and ability failure correspond to
limitations imposed upon the agent by the environment
and the physical limitations of the agent itself, respec-
tively. In general, the movement, sensing as well as oth-
er capabilities of a robot are unreliable and the agent
needs to take into account the risk its actions will fail
due to these limitations. Plan failure corresponds to
limitations of the agent’s own decision making mecha-
nisms, and incomplete or incorrect information. These
limitations are inescapable consequences of the fact that
sensors are partial and noisy, and changes in the envi-
ronment can only be partially predicted. Due to limited
knowledge resources the agent may adopt a plan which
is favoured over another by its decision making mecha-
nisms, but which performance in reality is worse.

Responses to failure
Different types of failure require different capabilities

for dealing with them, as they likewise require differ-
ent capabilities for detecting them. In general, there
are three methods of responding to a failure: (i) the
agent might replan from scratch and try to achieve the
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same goal in some other way, (ii) the agent might re-
pair an adopted plan to accomplish a goal and execute
this modified plan, and (iii) the agent might drop (part
of) its goals. For example, a precondition failure in an
adopted plan might be dealt with by interrupting the
plan and inserting a plan for establishing the missing
preconditions. Thus, a particular repair action seems
a suitable approach for missing preconditions. Failures
due to a lack of ability, on the other hand, call for a
complete replanning, and even might result in the con-
clusion that another agent should be asked for help.

Failure recovery and Monitoring in

3APL
Although the outline of general strategies for dealing
with failure is simple, it is not as easy to integrate these
abilities in a clean and flexible way into most frame-
works for building agents. In some cases, these facilities
are built statically into the control structure of agents
(for example, an agent always tries an alternative plan
to achieve a goal when a previously adopted plan fails).
In this section, we show that 3APL rules provide a nat-
ural and flexible mechanism for implementing failure fa-
cilities. We show how to implement two types of mon-
itoring facilities by 3APL rules combined with a very
simple technique. We also suggest a number of other
features which can be implemented by 3APL rules. We
introduce a so-called disruptor mechanism and an in-
terrupt mechanism and show how to implement it in
3APL.

Disruptor Mechanism
A disruptor disr-pt(¢, ~’,n, 7rr) is a facility which mon-

itors a particular goal rrm (the monitored goal, executed
by the agent). In case the associated monitoring con-
dition ¢ is satisfied (i.e. the agent beliefs that ¢ holds),
the (complex) goal ~rm is replaced by the recovery goal
7rr.

To specify the formal semantics of the disruptor
mechanism we use a set of transition rules. Transition
rules are a means to give the operational semantics of
programming constructs (cf. (Plotkin 1981)), which 
also used to define the operational semantics of 3APL
(Hindriks et al. 1998a; 1998b). The following transition
rules define the operational semantics of the disruptor
mechanism disrupt(C, lrm, ~rr).

Definition 6 (disruptor mechanism)

Qrm, ~) > (=~, e’) and c~ ~: ¢

(disrupt(C, ~r,n, 7rr), o’) > (disrupt(C, rr’, 7r~), (r’)

(disrupt(C, 7rm, ~rr), or) > Ca’r, ~)

During the execution of a disruptor disrupt(C, 7rm, ~’r)
the condition ¢ is continuously checked. In case ¢
does not follow from the belief base ~ (i.e. ~ ~= ¢),
then the monitored goal ~rm is executed just as it

would have been without the disruptor being present.
This is represented in the premise of the first rule by
(,’rm, o’) > (,-r~,~r’), where > denotes the one step
transition relation. Note that the disruptor remains
present during the execution of the monitored goal. If
the agent believes that ¢ is the case (the premise ~r ~ 
of the second rule), however, then execution proceeds
with the recovery goal ,-rr. The monitoring condition
specifies the circumstances in which this strategy should
be used.

The practical reasoning rules of 3APL provide a suit-
able means for implementing the disruptor mechanism
by means of disruptor rules. However, we first have
to deal with the following. First, we have to guarantee
that a disruptor rule applies only to the monitored goal.
To do so, we will introduce a technique called postfix-
labelling. Secondly, we have to make sure that the par-
ticular order of execution as specified by the semantic
rules for the disruptor remains the same. Therefore, we
classify disruptor rules as failure rules. The ordering
of rules used in the control structure as explained in
this paper then guarantees that the order of execution
remains the same.

The technique of post-fix labelling consists in la-
belling the goal to be monitored and using this label as
a controlling mechanism which restricts the application
of the corresponding disruptor rule to the monitored
goal. First, we introduce the facility of labels. A set
of labels L is assumed to be given. A simple transition
rule specifies the semantics of a label l.

Definition 7 (labels)

lEL

) (E,
The transition rule expresses that a label has no ef-

fects, and may be considered to be a renaming of the
skip action. The technique of postfix-labelling consists
of adding a label to the end of the goal to be mon-
itored. The goal to be monitored may be a subgoal
within another goal. To make this more precise we use
the concept of a context which is a goal C[V1] with a hole
[] in it. For example, Qrl; I"1) +rr2 is a context, where I"1
denotes the hole. By C[Tr] we denote the goal which is
obtained by substituting lr for 1"7 in context C[[]]. I.e.,
((~’1; v1) + rrs)[Tr~_] = (rrl; ~’2) + rra. Now let ~" be 
goal in a goal C, i.e. rd = C[lr], which should be moni-
tored. Also, let l be a be a unique, new label not used in
any other goal. Then the technique of postfix-labelling
consists in substituting (~r; l) in the context C[V1]. 
that case, we say that goal rr is (postfix-)labelled by 
The effect of postfix-labelling 7r2 in (~’t; r r2); 7r3 is illus-
trated in figure 4. (~r2;l) is substituted in the context
(rq;Yl);~’3. Note that the labelling (locally) increases
the depth in the goal tree.

To implement a disruptor disr-pt(¢, ~’m, ~’r) in a con-
text C[["l], we have to do two things: (i) label the mon-
itored goal rr,~ by a unique label l and substitute the
labelled goal rrm; l in the context C[V1], and (ii) add 
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Figure 4: Postfix-labelling

disruptor rule X; l e-- ¢ I 7rr to the rule base in the fall-
!ure section. Such a rule is also applicable to goals 7r,~

which result from partly executing lr,n. We claim that a
disruptor rule is applicable just in case that the disrup-
tor replaces the goal ~,~ by ,xr, i.e. ¢ holds. Postfix-
labelling is a technique to restrict the applicability of
rules to a specific (labelled) set of goals. Compare this
with global rules of the form X e-- ¢ I 7r, which apply
to all goals, and rules ~-- ¢ I ~’, which are applicable at
all times that ¢ holds.

Addressing the order of execution, a monitored goal
may never be executed when the monitoring condition
is believed by the agent. This is guaranteed by clas-
sifying disruptor rules as failure rules, which also cor-
responds to the intuitive use of these rules. Then the
control structure takes care of the required ordering of
execution, since (i) rules are applied before any goals are
executed, and (ii) all applicable failure rules are applied
(cf. (Hindriks et al. 1998b)).

Interrupt Mechanism
A second facility for monitoring is provided by the

interrupt mechanism interrupt(C, rcm, ~’i). An interrupt
mechanism does not replace the monitored goal win,
but interrupts it by first executing the interrupt goal
wi. This type of monitoring facility can be used, for
example, for monitoring preconditions of an adopted
plan. In case a precondition of the plan fails to hold, the
interrupt goal can be invoked to attempt to re-establish
the preconditions. The semantics is as follows:

Definition 8 (interrupt mechanism)

(zrm, ~z) , (Trk, o"} and ~ ~: 

(interrupt(C, 7rrn, 7ri), ) (interrupt(C, 7r~, 7ri), or’)

~¢
(interrupt(C, 7rm, ~ri), o’) ) (Tri; interrupt(C, ~rm, ,-ri) , o’)

To implement an interrupt interrupt(C, 7rm, ~ri) in 
context C[[:]], we have to do two things: (i) label the
monitored goal 7rm by a unique label l and substitute
the labelled goal 7rm ;l in the context C[Q], and (ii) add
an interrupt rule X; l +-- ¢ ] rri; X to the rule base in
the failure section. We claim that an interrupt rule is
applicable just in case that the interrupt goal is trig-
gered, i.e. ¢ holds. As before, interrupt rules need to
be classified as failure rules.

We remark here that intuitively there seems to be
another, alternative way of implementing the interrupt
mechanism which was not available in case of the dis-
ruptor mechanism. At least intuitively, it seems natural
to implement interrupt mechanism by condition-action
rules, i.e. rules of form ~-- ¢ [ ~rl. There are a number
of non-trivial issues which need to be solved, however,
for this type of implementation to work. First of all,
condition-action rules +-- ¢ [ ~r are global rules, and do
not apply only when the goal to be monitored is execut-
ed. Furthermore, the interrupt goal 7rl is not prefixed
to the monitored goal by applying a reactive rule, and
therefore some priority mechanism is needed to ensure
that the interrupt goal has priority over the monitored
goal for execution.

Conclusion
Any situated agent needs abilities for dealing with fail-
ure. We gave an analysis of failure and a classification
of three types of failure. The analysis both corresponds
to common sense and provides a basis for the design
of different abilities needed by a situated agent. 3APL
agents were outlined, and illustrated two basic monitor-
ing mechanisms which provide such agents with meth-
ods for dealing with failure. We showed that the mech-
anism could be implemented in a clean and natural way
in 3APL by failure rules, in contrast to some other ap-
proaches which build failure mechanisms into the basic
architecture of an agent.

The practical reasoning rules of 3APL agents provide
a powerful mechanism for goal and plan revision. Not
only do they naturally implement the two failure mech-
anisms by means of the failure rules, they can also be
used for other purposes concerning goal revision. Prac-
tical reasoning rules could, for example, also be used to
remove subtasks in an adopted plan that are no longer
needed.

Several issues remain for future research. In partic-
ular, we want to look into two issues which are closely
related to the issue of failure, in realation with 3APL:
priorisation of goals and dealing with real time con-
straints.
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